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Christian Theology 2011-01-14

alister mcgrath s christian theology an introduction is one of the most internationally
acclaimed and popular christian theology textbooks in use today this 5th edition has
been completely revised and now features new and extended material numerous additional
illustrations and companion resources ensuring it retains its reputation as the ideal
introduction to christian theology fully updated 5th edition of the bestselling
textbook incorporating expanded material numerous student features and new
illustrations features new sections on copernicanism and darwinism includes extended
discussions of augustine s doctrine of creation trinitarian theologies of religion and
the relation of christianity to other faiths may be used as a stand alone volume or
alongside the christian theology reader 4th edition for a complete overview of the
subject retains the chapter structure of the 4th edition ensuring comparability with
earlier editions and courses based on these accompanied by a revised instructor s
website featuring expanded resources including study questions and answers visit wiley
com go mcgrath for more details and to register for access

Christianity 2014-12-16

now available in a fully revised and updated new edition thispopular textbook by one of
the worlds leading theologiansoffers a lively jargon free introduction to christianity
features a wealth of new material on global christianity american christianity the
orthodox church current theologicaldebates and christianity in relation to other world
religions includes enhanced and expanded student friendly features including numerous
illustrations suggestions for further reading a glossary of christian terms and brief
readings from primarychristian sources written in an accessible and engaging style that
assumes noprior knowledge of christian beliefs or practices making it aninvaluable
resource for beginners to the subject as well as thoselooking for a refresher
incorporates coverage of catholicism orthodoxy protestantism evangelicalism and
pentecostalism a glossary related websites and other resources from dr mcgrath are
available online at alistermcgrathwiley com

Historical Theology 2012-07-23

freshly updated for this second edition with considerable new material this
authoritative introduction to the history of christian theology covers its development
from the beginnings of the patristic period just decades after jesus s ministry through
to contemporary theological trends a substantially updated new edition of this popular
textbook exploring the entire history of christian thought written by the bestselling
author and internationally renowned theologian features additional coverage of orthodox
theology the holy spirit and medieval mysticism alongside new sections on liberation
feminist and latino theologies and on the global spread of christianity accessibly
structured into four sections covering the patristic period the middle ages and
renaissance the reformation and post reformation eras and the modern period spanning
1750 to the present day addressing the key issues and people in each includes case
studies and primary readings at the end of each section alongside comprehensive
glossaries of key theologians developments and terminology supported by additional
resources available on publication at wiley com go mcgrath

Christian History 2013-03-04

a major new introduction to the global history of christianity written by one of the
world s leading theologians and author of numerous bestselling textbooks provides a
truly global review by exploring the development of christianity and related issues in
asia latin america and africa and not just focusing on western concerns spanning more
than two millennia and combining elements of theology history and culture it traces the
development of all three branches of christianity catholic protestant and orthodox
providing context to christianity s origins and its links to judaism looks beyond
denominational history at christianity s impact on individuals society politics and
intellectual thought as well as on art architecture and the natural sciences combines
mcgrath s acute historical sensibility with formidable organizational skill breaking
the material down into accessible self contained historical periods offers an
accessible and student oriented text assuming little or no advance theological or
historical knowledge on the part of the reader

Reformation Thought 2012-03-19

reformation thought 4th edition offers an ideal introduction to the central ideas of
the european reformations for students of theology and history written by the
bestselling author and renowned theologian alister mcgrath this engaging guide is
accessible to students with no prior knowledge of christian theology this new edition
of a classic text has been updated throughout with the very latest scholarship includes
greater coverage of the catholic reformation the counter reformation and the impact of
women on the reformation explores the core ideas and issues of the reformation in terms
that can be easily understood by those new to the field student friendly features
include images updated bibliographies a glossary and a chronology of political and
historical ideas this latest edition retains all the features which made the previous
editions so popular with readers while mcgrath s revisions have ensured it remains the
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essential student guide to the subject

Christian Spirituality 2013-05-30

this text fills the need for a clear informative helpful andwell written introduction
to christian spirituality includes a detailed guide to resources in
spiritualityavailable on the internet written by a leading theological educationalist
in a clear andaccessible manner encourages active engagement with primary sources
throughworked case studies

キリスト教神学 4 2006-04-01

�������� ������ ������������� ������� ��� ��� ������ ���������� �������

Science and Religion 2011-09-23

now thoroughly updated to reflect the latest debates this popular textbook introduces
readers to the central questions in the field of science and religion ideally suited to
those who have little or no prior knowledge in either area it incorporates numerous
student friendly features including maps summaries and historical references resulting
in the most up to date introduction to the study of religion and the natural sciences
available examines the historical theological philosophical and scientific aspects of
the interaction between religion and science fully updated to reflect current cutting
edge debates on scientific atheism and the limits of scientific method and discussions
about the relationship between science and religion in major world faiths includes a
historical component to enable readers to orientate themselves within the subject takes
a topic based approach which fits into the existing structure of most courses and
includes explanatory material not found in other works of this kind making it highly
accessible for those with little scientific or religious background knowledge
incorporates illustrations tables maps summaries and questions for a lively and
engaging approach to the subject written by world renowned theologian alister mcgrath
author of bestselling books such as dawkins god and an acknowledged expert in the field
of science and religion

Christian Apologetics 2023-11-16

provides an accessible overview of the theory and practice of christian apologetics
written by one of the leading experts in the field christian apologetics is a compact
yet comprehensive introduction to the theological discipline devoted to the
intellectual defense of the truth of the christian religion assuming no previous
knowledge of christian apologetics this student friendly textbook clearly explains the
major theoretical and practical aspects of the tradition while exploring its core
themes historical development and current debates using a non denominational approach
world renowned christian scholar alister e mcgrath engages the ideas of a wide range of
representative apologists and explores the ways they have been applied throughout
history and can still be used today concise easy to digest chapters gradually build
students knowledge and confidence moving from basic definitions and concepts to more
advanced theory and practical application throughout the text the author engages a
variety of cultural concerns about religious belief illustrates the real life
connection of apologetic studies and ministries in the church and offers clear
explanations and vigorous defenses of the faith that students can adopt in their own
writing and speaking introduces the art and science of explaining and commending the
christian faith presents approaches to apologetics that emphasize the positive appeal
of christianity to the imagination and emotions covers the major approaches to
apologetics identifies their strengths and weaknesses and discusses their key
representatives helps readers in ministry and outreach defend christianity against
misunderstandings and misrepresentations addresses the real world application of
apologetics including role models good practice and established wisdom features case
studies of christian apologists such as g k chesterton dorothy l sayers and tim keller
includes study questions activities further reading lists full references and links to
video and audio resources developed by the author designed to meet the needs of
teachers looking for a clear and reliable introduction to the field christian
apologetics an introduction is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and graduate
apologetics courses in colleges and seminaries as well as church courses and study
groups across christian denominations

宗教改革の思想 2000-10-25

������� �������������������� ��� ������ ������������� �������������������� ������������
������� ������������������������������������� �����3������

Science and Religion 2009-12-02

now thoroughly updated to reflect the latest debates this popular textbook introduces
readers to the central questions in the field of science and religion ideally suited to
those who have little or no prior knowledge in either area it incorporates numerous
student friendly features including maps summaries and historical references resulting
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in the most up to date introduction to the study of religion and the natural sciences
available examines the historical theological philosophical and scientific aspects of
the interaction between religion and science fully updated to reflect current cutting
edge debates on scientific atheism and the limits of scientific method and discussions
about the relationship between science and religion in major world faiths includes a
historical component to enable readers to orientate themselves within the subject takes
a topic based approach which fits into the existing structure of most courses and
includes explanatory material not found in other works of this kind making it highly
accessible for those with little scientific or religious background knowledge
incorporates illustrations tables maps summaries and questions for a lively and
engaging approach to the subject written by world renowned theologian alister mcgrath
author of bestselling books such as dawkins god and an acknowledged expert in the field
of science and religion

Introduction to Christianity 1997-02-25

beginning with an introduction to biblical sources and jesus as a central figure the
book then examines theology history and the present situation in which christianity
finds itself the author treats it as a way of life and not just a set of ideas

The Science of God 2004-01-01

how do science and theology interact what can be gained by exploring christian theology
using the insights of the natural sciences can a synergy be found is there a defensible
natural theology within the scope and framework of a revealed god

Theology 2017-11-13

this fourth edition of the international bestseller is the ideal introduction for those
who are new to christian theology in this revised and expanded edition the author
introduces readers to the central ideas and beliefs the key debates and the leading
thinkers of christianity throughout the aim is to bring clarity and brevity to the
central ideas of theology both traditional and contemporary the text comprehensively
covers the individual doctrines that form the christian belief system weaving together
these doctrines their history and the intellectual nuance behind them into an inter
connected web all major christian denominations are explored as are their differences
and shared customs and beliefs this rich tapestry results in a clear view of
christianity providing a coherent vision of the religion in its main forms

Christian Theology 2003-03

assuming no prior knowledge of christian theology this textbook provides full coverage
of the first 2 000 years of christian theological debate including substantial coverage
of historical theology philosophical theology and systematic theology it introduces the
key ideas debates personalities and schools of thought

Christianity 2015-01-27

now available in a fully revised and updated new edition this popular textbook by one
of the worlds leading theologians offers a lively jargon free introduction to
christianity features a wealth of new material on global christianity american
christianity the orthodox church current theological debates and christianity in
relation to other world religions includes enhanced and expanded student friendly
features including numerous illustrations suggestions for further reading a glossary of
christian terms and brief readings from primary christian sources written in an
accessible and engaging style that assumes no prior knowledge of christian beliefs or
practices making it an invaluable resource for beginners to the subject as well as
those looking for a refresher incorporates coverage of catholicism orthodoxy
protestantism evangelicalism and pentecostalism a glossary related websites and other
resources from dr mcgrath are available online at alistermcgrathwiley com

Christian Apologetics 2023-10-11

provides an accessible overview of the theory and practice of christian apologetics
written by one of the leading experts in the field christian apologetics is a compact
yet comprehensive introduction to the theological discipline devoted to the
intellectual defense of the truth of the christian religion assuming no previous
knowledge of christian apologetics this student friendly textbook clearly explains the
major theoretical and practical aspects of the tradition while exploring its core
themes historical development and current debates using a non denominational approach
world renowned christian scholar alister e mcgrath engages the ideas of a wide range of
representative apologists and explores the ways they have been applied throughout
history and can still be used today concise easy to digest chapters gradually build
students knowledge and confidence moving from basic definitions and concepts to more
advanced theory and practical application throughout the text the author engages a
variety of cultural concerns about religious belief illustrates the real life
connection of apologetic studies and ministries in the church and offers clear
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explanations and vigorous defenses of the faith that students can adopt in their own
writing and speaking introduces the art and science of explaining and commending the
christian faith presents approaches to apologetics that emphasize the positive appeal
of christianity to the imagination and emotions covers the major approaches to
apologetics identifies their strengths and weaknesses and discusses their key
representatives helps readers in ministry and outreach defend christianity against
misunderstandings and misrepresentations addresses the real world application of
apologetics including role models good practice and established wisdom features case
studies of christian apologists such as g k chesterton dorothy l sayers and tim keller
includes study questions activities further reading lists full references and links to
video and audio resources developed by the author designed to meet the needs of
teachers looking for a clear and reliable introduction to the field christian
apologetics an introduction is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and graduate
apologetics courses in colleges and seminaries as well as church courses and study
groups across christian denominations

Reformation Thought 2021-07-06

reformation thought praise for previous editions theologically informed lucid supremely
accessible no wonder mcgrath s introduction to the reformation has staying power denis
r janz loyola university vigorous brisk and highly stimulating the reader will be
thoroughly engaged from the outset and considerably enlightened at the end dr john
platt oxford university mcgrath is one of the best scholars and teachers of the
reformation teachers will rejoice in this wonderfully useful book teaching history
reformation thought an introduction is a clear engaging and accessible introduction to
the european reformation of the sixteenth century written for readers with little to no
knowledge of christian theology or history this indispensable guide surveys the ideas
of the prominent thought leaders of the period as well as its many movements including
lutheranism calvinism anabaptism and the catholic and english reformations the text
offers readers a framework to interpret the events of the reformation in full view of
the intellectual landscape and socio political issues that fueled its development based
on alister mcgrath s acclaimed lecture course at oxford university the fully updated
fifth edition incorporates the latest academic research in historical theology revised
and expanded chapters describe the cultural backdrop of the reformation discuss the
reformation s background in late renaissance humanism and medieval scholasticism and
distill the findings of recent scholarship including work on the history of the
christian doctrine of justification a wealth of pedagogical features including
illustrations updated bibliographies a glossary a chronology of political and
historical ideas and several appendices supplement mcgrath s clear explanations written
by a world renowned theologian reformation thought an introduction fifth edition
upholds its reputation as the ideal resource for university and seminary courses on
reformation thought and the widespread change it inspired in christian belief and
practice

The Christian Theology Reader 2016-10-17

regarded as the leading text in christian theology for the last 25 years alister e
mcgrath s the christian theology reader is now available in a new 5th edition featuring
completely revised and updated content brings together more than 350 readings from over
200 sources that chart 2 000 years of christian history situates each reading within
the appropriate historical and theological context with its own introduction commentary
and study questions includes new readings on world christianity and feminist liberation
and postcolonial theologies as well as more selections by female theologians and
theologians from the developing world contains additional pedagogical features such as
new discussion questions and case studies and a robust website with new videos by the
author to aid student learning designed to function as a stand alone volume or as a
companion to christian theology an introduction 6th edition for a complete overview of
the subject

The History of Apologetics 2020-06-16

ecpa christian book award 2021 finalist biography memoir explore apologetics through
the lives of history s great apologists the history of apologetics follows the great
apologists in the history of the church to understand how they approached the task of
apologetics in their own cultural and theological context each chapter looks at the
life of a well known apologist from history unpacks their methodology and details how
they approached the task of defending the faith by better understanding how apologetics
has been done readers will be better able to grasp the contextualized nature of
apologetics and apply those insights to today s context the history of apologetics
covers forty four apologists including part one patristic apologists part two medieval
apologists part three early modern apologists part four 19th c apologists part five
20th c american apologists part six 20th c european apologists part seven contemporary
apologists

The Merging of Theology and Spirituality 2006-07-29

while acknowledging the inherent tension between evangelicals who emphasize theological
propositions and those who emphasize personal experience alister mcgrath believes that
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spirituality represents the interface between ideas and life between christian theology
and human existence the book explores the centrality of mcgrath s theology in the
development of his views on spirituality mcgrath does not approach spirituality from a
theological void but instead uses his theological perspective as the foundation through
detailed examination of mcgrath s previous work and the writing of other evangelicals
the merging of theology and spirituality offers an overview of a unique thinker s
contributions and a guide for future theological and spiritual exploration

Historical Theology 2023-01-30

the newly updated and expanded edition of the bestselling introduction to historical
theology historical theology an introduction to the history of christian thought traces
the development of christian theology from its earliest days to the present assuming no
prior knowledge of the subject this authoritative yet accessible textbook introduces
the major theological movements key ideas and individual theologians of the patristic
period the middle ages and renaissance the reformation and post reformation and the
modern era up to the present day throughout the book students explore central themes
through numerous case studies primary readings and study questions at the end of each
section now in its third edition historical theology including substantial new sections
on theodicy modern african christologies and postcolonial theology the book retains the
structure of the previous editions covering the key development and people within all
the main historical periods while introducing readers to the core themes of historical
theology across the centuries this fully updated new edition provides a general
overview of each period covered including historical background and main theological
developments features individual case studies and excerpts from primary texts to allow
readers to examine specific themes in greater detail defines the fundamental
theological vocabulary necessary for engaging with other works highlights the
importance of the discipline of historical theology and its place in wider christian
theology contains references to further readings in each chapter and full glossaries of
important words names phrases and theological developments includes web material
developed by the author to help users get the most out of using this textbook along
with sample lectures on some of its themes written by one of the most renowned
theologians in the field historical theology an introduction to the history of
christian thought third edition remains the perfect textbook for advanced undergraduate
and graduate courses in christian history christian theology and the reformation

SCM Core Text Theological Hermeneutics 2013-02-11

this book introduces theological hermeneutics by giving a historical account of the
development of hermeneutical thinking it defines hermeneutics as the analysis of the
obstacles to understanding the history of hermeneutical thinking and responses to
obstacles is told here beginning with the allegorical interpretation of myths in
hellenism through to the contemporary view of the hermeneutical problem as universal
following the opening chapters on the history of hermeneutical thought the book
presents an overview of the various contemporary hermeneutical schools of thought and
shows their rooted ness in different parts of the hermeneutical tradition the focus is
clearly on biblical interpretation however it does also take account of developments
outside the field of theology as they influence the theological reflection on the
hermeneutical problem the questions raised and the possible answers suggested in this
volume will be of interest to students of other disciplines such as philosophy and
literature

Theology 2017-11-28

this highly successful and popular book is now available in a thoroughly expanded and
updated new edition alister e mcgrath one of the world s leading theologians provides
readers with a concise and balanced introduction to christianity as it has been
interpreted by many of its greatest thinkers and commentators from its beginning to the
modern day theology the basic readings 3rd edition comprises sixty eight readings
spanning twenty centuries of christian history to help readers engage with the material
each reading is accompanied by an introduction comments study questions and a helpful
glossary of terms used by its author readings are drawn from a broad theological
spectrum and include both historical and contemporary mainstream and cutting edge
approaches uses the apostles creed as a framework to introduce readers to writings on
key issues such as faith god jesus creation and salvation represents two thousand years
of sustained critical reflection within western christianity encourages readers to
interact with each text and to engage with primary sources serves as an ideal companion
to the bestselling theology the basics or as a standalone text theology the basic
readings 3rd edition is an essential guide to the topics themes controversies and
reflections on christianity as they have been understood by many of its greatest
commentators

What Can We Really Know? 2023-06-13

today it s not uncommon to get the impression that our claims to know are either doomed
before they begin or that they have a status that approaches certainty the pendulum
seems to swing from one end to the other with our educational institutions too often
perpetuating both depending on the person being asked yet the question of how and if
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our claims to know are really justified remains central is knowledge a purely social
construct without any objective basis as many claim or if we do have some basis to
believe some of our claims are we justified in holding those claims with an attitude of
certainty as others in today s environment seem to imply and what role do our quick
judgments play in those claims from the tenor of our public debates one could easily be
left with the suspicion that either we can t know anything or that whatever the present
state of knowledge is shouldn t be questioned what can we really know the strengths and
limits of human understanding aims to bring some balance to the topic and argues that
while we do have reason to believe that a great many of our claims are justified it s
also true that much of what passes for knowledge is a social product and therefore
vulnerable to future revision exploring how knowledge can be understood how far science
can take us and what its limitations might be and the status of some of the most recent
arguments for god s existence it will be suggested that a healthy dose of humility
should be reincorporated in our public and private debates

The Intellectual World of C. S. Lewis 2013-04-12

marking the 50th anniversary of lewis death the intellectual world of c s lewis sees
leading christian thinker alister mcgrath offering a fresh approach to understanding
the key themes at the centre of lewis theological work and intellectual development
brings together a collection of original essays exploring important themes within lewis
work offering new connections and insights into his theology throws new light on
subjects including lewis intellectual development the uses of images in literature and
theology the place of myth in modern thought the role of the imagination in making
sense of the world the celebrated argument from desire and lewis place as an anglican
thinker and a christian theologian written by alister mcgrath one of the world s
leading christian thinkers and authors this exceptional pairing of mcgrath and lewis
brings together the work of two outstanding theologians in one volume

Science & Religion 2020-01-31

the leading introductory textbook on the study of religion and the natural sciences
including new coverage of the latest topics in the field science and religion provides
students with a thorough introduction to the major themes and landmark debates in the
interaction of science and religion incorporating history philosophy the natural
sciences and theology this popular textbook examines how science and religion approach
central questions and discusses the relationship between the two areas through the
centuries the authoritative and accessible chapters are designed for readers with
minimal knowledge of science or theology written by one of the world s leading
authorities on the study of religion and science this fully revised and updated third
edition addresses contemporary topics and reflects the latest conceptual developments
in the field new and expanded chapters and case studies discuss scientism evolutionary
theodicy the theory of relativity warranted belief in science and religion the
influence of science and religion on human values and more the most up to date
introduction to this exciting and rapidly growing field this textbook offers an
engaging thematically based approach to the subject provides historical context for
major events in science and religion explores scientific and religious perspectives on
creation and the existence of god discusses models analogies and issues at the
intersection of science and religion is supported by a series of videos that complement
each chapter one of the most respected and widely adopted textbooks in the field
science and religion a new introduction 3rd edition is an ideal resource for college
seminary and university students in courses in science and religion church or community
courses in the relation of science and faith and general readers looking for an
inclusive overview of the field

The Westminster Dictionary of Theological Terms, Second
Edition 2014-01-01

this second edition of the westminster dictionary of theological terms provides a
comprehensive guide to nearly 7 000 theological terms 1 000 more terms than the first
edition mckim s succinct definitions cover a broad range of theological studies and
related disciplines contemporary theologies biblical studies church history ethics
feminist theology global theologies hermeneutics liberation theology liturgy ministry
philosophy philosophy of religion postcolonial theology social sciences spiritually
worship and protestant reformed and roman catholic theologies this new edition also
includes cross references that link readers to other related terms commonly used
scholarly abbreviations and abbreviations for canonical and deuterocanonical texts an
annotated bibliography and a new introductory section that groups together terms and
concepts showing where they fit within particular theological categories no other
single volume provides the busy student and the theologically experienced reader with
such easy access to so many theological definitions

The Secular Outlook 2010-09-29

the secular outlook in defense of moral and political secularism shows how people can
live together and overcome the challenge of religious terrorism by adopting a secular
outlook on life and politics shows how secularism can answer the problem of religious
terrorism provides new perspectives on how religious minorities can be integrated into
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liberal democracies reveals how secularism has gained a new political and moral
significance also examines such topics as atheism religious criticism and free speech

Toward a Micro-Political Theology 2022-09-14

has liberation theology reached a dead end has the time come to propose another
strategy of political resistance one that considers and takes account of the complexity
of power relationships in daily life how can we explore the deeper meaning of freedom
and liberation this book begins with a reflection on the failure of social movements
and revolutions and a review of the methodologies of liberation theologies offering a
brand new micro political theology it attempts to demonstrate how michel foucault can
help us recognize the limitations of our standard definitions of liberation continuing
foucault s critical engagement with desire sexuality and the body this book opens a
fresh dialogue between althaus reid s indecent theology latin american liberation
theology and radical orthodoxy leading to an exploration of how that dialogue can
remind us that spirituality and the transformative practice of the self can themselves
be fully political it also urges prayer as both the radical root of political
resistance and its action

創造か進化か 2020-03-10

������������ ����������������������� ������������������� �� � �������������������������
������������������� �������������������������������� ��������������������� �����

A Life of John Calvin 1993-10-08

one of the best sources for understanding the impact of john calvin mcgrath s work
updates the history and character of calvinism by john t mcneill with a fascinating
biography that also explores calvin s cultural importance

Christianity: A Brief Survey 2022-05-13

christianity is a way of life centered on the person life teaching death and
resurrection of jesus the christ as a religious way of life christianity is
multifaceted involving numerous beliefs and practices this book explores many of the
varied facets of the christian faith including its foundations in the story of israel
the person of jesus the early christian community and the sacred text called the bible
in turn robinson s book examines christianity s core doctrines ethical norms and
worship practices rounding out the study by considering four key contemporary
challenges faced by christian believers namely the problem of evil the relationship of
christianity to other religions and to science and the role of women in church and
society among the strengths of this book is that it addresses these multiple features
of christianity in a single volume it is aptly titled christianity a brief survey

キリスト教神学入門 2002-01

���������������� ������ ����� �� �������� ������������ �������������������������� �����
��������������������� ���� �� �����������������������

Searching for Christianity 2011-07-04

taking a multi purpose and inter denominational approach this is a book addressed to
all christians who in this sceptical age may be experiencing a religious crisis or
doubts as to their commitment to christ s teaching and revelation whilst this book is
written from the basis of conviction it insists on demonstrating factual evidence
nothing is presented which is contrary to the reason of the ordinary man or woman in
arguing the basis of religious truth with this in mind the reader is taken through the
bible from the book of genesis onwards and answers are offered for many of those
difficult questions which usually arouse anxiety in the minds of the faithful from time
to time in addition the book offers questions and discussion topics at the conclusion
of each chapter this is an ideal handbook which religious teachers and ministers of all
denominations will find helpful written by a fully qualified scholar holding a
doctorate in theological studies

From Resurrection to New Creation 2010-02-01

what is christianity really all about is it in its essence about proper religious
rituals or correct religious beliefs or acceptable moral behavior what is at the heart
of an authentic christian faith and life in from resurrection to new creation michael
pahl provides an introduction to christian theology which attempts to answer these
questions proposing that the heart of christianity is not a set of rituals or beliefs
or behaviors but an event the resurrection of the crucified jesus from the dead that
prompts a story the gospel or good news of salvation through jesus jesus resurrection
pahl claims is the starting place and the compass in the journey of christian theology
our journey to understand god god s work in the world and how we should live out god s
purposes for humanity thus beginning with jesus resurrection and using this event as a
guide pahl surveys the terrain of classic christian belief and practice the trinity the
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identity of jesus the work of the holy spirit the nature of humanity christ s atonement
for sin salvation and the gospel baptism and the eucharist the church and the future
state all these landscapes and more are explored in this concise introductory survey of
essential christian theology

A Universe in Constant Change: Mulla Sadra and
Transubstantial Change 2022-01-01

this book is an interpretation of one of the central themes of mulla sadra s philosophy
of existence known as transubstantial change it provides for the first time in english
a comprehensive analysis of transubstantial change in light of sadrian ontology and its
impact on some philosophical issues such as identity values and truth as the author
elucidates in transubstantial change nothing is indestructible and everything in the
world including substance is inconstant renewal

Christian Theology 2006

this major new introduction aims to introduce students to the problems tasks traditions
and personalities of christian theology assuming no previous knowledge of the
discipline dr mcgrath gives a comprehensive and clear account of christian theology
providing a full historical and systematic treatment of issues personalities and
movements both classic and modern

Jesus, the Gospels, and the Galilean Crisis 2018-12-27

tucker s ferda examines the theory of the galilean crisis the notion that the
historical jesus himself had grappled with the failure of his mission to israel while
this theory has been neglected since the 19th century due to research moving to
consider the response of the early church to the rejection of the gospel ferda now
provides fresh insight on jesus own potential crisis of faith ferda begins by
reconstructing the origin of the crisis theory expanding upon histories of new
testament research and considering the contributions made before hermann samuel
reimarus he shows how the crisis theory was shaped by earlier and so called pre
critical gospel interpretation and examines how despite the claims of modern
scholarship the logic of the crisis theory is still a part of current debate finally
ferda argues that while the crisis theory is a failed hypothesis its suggestions on
early success and growing opposition in the ministry as well as its claim that jesus
met and responded to disappointing cases of rejection should be revisited this book
resurrects key historical aspects of the crisis theory for contemporary scholarship

Fundamental Theology 2024-01-25

encyclopedic in scope this book offers wide ranging coverage of the foundational
teachings and practices within the mainstream of the classical christian tradition it
begins with their roots in the scriptures and also branches out into eastern and
western christianity ancient medieval and modern to the present day part i provides an
overview of some of these routes then presents an historical survey of christianity s
major traditions part ii unpacks some of the character of that revelation focusing
particularly on epistemological and procedural questions finally part iii looks at
christian theology in a university setting the possibility and shape of theology as a
university discipline its major subfields and its relations with humanities and the
sciences respectively fundamental theology a protestant perspective 2nd edition
includes a wide range of pedagogical features each chapter begins with an outline
thesis statement highlighted in bold charts and graphs relevant headings and
subheadings employed throughout the book keywords provides a survey of pertinent
reference literature questions for review and discussion annotated suggestions for
further reading
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